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Abstract

A conformally flat accelerated charge metric is found in an ar-

bitrary dimension D. It is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-null

fluid equations with a cosmological constant in D ≥ 4 dimensions.

When the acceleration is zero our solution reduces to the Levi-Civita-

Bertotti-Robinson metric. We show that the charge loses its energy,

for all dimensions, due to the acceleration.
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I. Introduction

Levi-Civita-Bertotti-Robinson (LBR) metric is one of the classical metrics in

general relativity. It is the only Einstein-Maxwell solution which is homoge-

neous and has homogeneous non-null Maxwell field [1]-[4]. LBR space-time

is a product of two spaces of constant curvature, namely it is AdS2 × S2.

Due to this property LBR metric arises also in supergravity theories [5]-[8].

LBR type of space-times show up also as the space-time regions closer to the

horizons of extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black hole geometries [9], [10]. Its

curvature invariants are all constant and the electromagnetic field tensor is

covariantly constant. This property leads to the result that LBR metric is an

exact solution of any theory of gravitation coupled with a U(1) gauge field

[9], [11].

In this work we generalize the LBR metric in D-dimensions by intro-

ducing acceleration. A similar generalization was done long ago for the

Reissner-Nordstrom metric in four dimensions [12]. Recently we extended

the Bonnor-Vaidya formalism to Reissner-Nordstrom metric in D-dimensions

[13], [14]. We used an arbitrary curve C in D-dimensional Minkowski space-

time MD and examined in detail the Einstein-Maxwell-null dust [13] and

Einstein-Born-Infeld-null dust field equations [14], Yang-Mills equations [15],

and Liénard-Wiechert potentials in even dimensions [16]. In the first three

works [13], [14], [15], we found some new solutions generalizing the Tangher-

lini [17], Plebański [18], and Trautman [19] solutions, respectively. The last

one, [16], indicates that the accelerated scalar or vector charged particles in

even dimensions lose energy.

Our conventions are similar to the conventions of our earlier works [13],

[14], [16]. In aD-dimensional Minkowski space-timeMD, we use a parametrized

curve C = {xµ ∈ MD| xµ = zµ(τ) , µ = 0, 1, 2, · · · , D − 1 , τ ∈ I} such that τ

is a parameter of the curve and I is an interval on the real line R. We define

the world function Ω as
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Ω = ηµν (xµ − zµ(τ)) (xν − zν(τ)), (1)

where xµ is a point not on the curve C. There exists a point zµ(τ0) on the

non-space-like curve C which is also on the light cone with the vertex located

at the point xµ, so that Ω(τ0) = 0. Here τ0 is the retarded time. By using

this property we find that

λµ ≡ ∂µ τ0 =
xµ − zµ(τ0)

R
, (2)

where R ≡ żµ(τ0) (xµ − zµ(τ0)) is the retarded distance. Here a dot over a

letter denotes differentiation with respect to τ0. It is easy to show that λµ is

null and satisfies

λµ,ν =
1

R
[ηµν − żµ λν − żν λµ − (A− ǫ)λµ λν ], (3)

R,µ = żµ + (A− ǫ)λµ, (4)

where A ≡ z̈µ (xµ − zµ(τ0)) and żµ żµ = ǫ = −1, 0. Here ǫ = −1 and ǫ = 0

correspond to the time-like and null velocity vectors, respectively. In this

work we shall consider only the case where the velocity vector is time-like

(ǫ = −1). One can also show explicitly that λµ żµ = 1 and λµR, µ = 1. If

one defines a ≡ A/R = λµz̈µ, then

λµ a, µ = 0. (5)

Furthermore defining (letting a0 ≡ a)

ak ≡ λµ
dk+2 zµ(τ0)

dτk+2

0

, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (6)

one can show that

λµ ak, µ = 0, ∀k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (7)
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In the next section, using [9], we present the LBR metric in arbitrary

D-dimensions. In Section III we give the accelerated LBR metrics in D-

dimensions. Here we find the rate of energy loss for all D. In Section IV

we consider a special curve C where the null fluid disappears. In particular,

taking a curve C which corresponds to a constant acceleration, we find a

solution of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations in D-dimensions. We show

that this is also the LBR metric on an accelerated reference frame.

II. Levi-Civita-Bertotti-Robinson Metrics

We assume a spherically symmetric, static space-time inD-dimensions. Among

such a class of space-times, LBR geometry is a product space-time AdS2 ×
SD−2. It has been studied for several purposes [9], [11], (see also [10]). We

have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let gµν be the metric and Fµν be the Maxwell field given by

gµν =
q2

r2
[−tµ tν + c20 kµ kν + r2 hµν ], (8)

Fµν =
c0
r

(tµ kν − tν kµ), (9)

where hµν is the metric of the (D − 2)-dimensional sphere SD−2, c0, q are

constants, tµ = δ0
µ, kµ = δrµ. Then they solve the Einstein-Maxwell field

equations with a cosmological constant

Gµν =
Q2

c20
[Fµ

α Fνα −
1

4
(F αβ Fαβ)gµν ] + Λgµν , (10)

where

Q2 = q2[(D − 3) c20 + 1], Λ =
1

2q2
[
1

c20
− (D − 3)2]. (11)

Here Q is the electric charge. This metric describes the near horizon region

of the charged Tangherlini metric with a cosmological constant [9], [10] and
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moreover is conformally flat if c0 = 1. In this case the cosmological constant

vanishes only when D = 4. All the curvature invariants are constants, being

functions of the constants, c0, Q and D. These metrics describe the geometry

of black holes in the neighborhood of their outer horizons [9], [11], [10]. Our

purpose in this work is to generalize this solution when the charge moves on

a curve C described in the introduction.

III. Accelerated Bertotti-Robinson Metric in

D-Dimensions

In this section, we shall generalize the LBR metric by introducing acceleration

using the curve kinematics given in the introduction. We shall consider the

case when the space-time is conformally flat. We assume that the metric and

the electromagnetic vector potential are given by

gµν = eψ ηµν , Aµ = S żµ, (12)

where ηµν is the Minkowski metric, ψ and S are functions of R only. Then

we have

Theorem 2. In an arbitrary dimension D

ds2 =
R2

0

R2
ηµν dx

µ dxν , (13)

Aµ = e
żµ
R
, (14)

are the solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell-null (pressureless) fluid equations

with cosmological constant Λ,

Gµν = κ [Fµ
α Fνα −

1

4
(F αβ Fαβ) gµν ] + κ ρλµ λν + Λgµν . (15)

The energy density of the fluid and the cosmological constant are given by

κ ρ = (D − 2) (a1 − z̈α z̈α), (16)
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Λ = −(D − 2)(D − 4)

2R2
0

, e2 =
D − 2

κ
R2

0, (17)

where R0 is a constant, R is the retarded distance described in the introduc-

tion, λµ is the null vector defined in (2) and a1 is defined in (6). Furthermore,

the current vector Jµ = ∇ν F
µν vanishes for all D (except on the curve C,

see Remark 1 below).

First of all when the curve C is a straight line, the solution given in Theorem

2 reduces to the one in Theorem 1 with c0 = 1. Moreover we observe that

the metric and the electromagnetic fields for all dimensions have the same

form. This is interesting because in the case of accelerated charges in the

Kerr-Schild geometry, the metric and the electromagnetic fields take different

forms in different dimensions [13], [14]. Here the onlyD dependent quantity is

the cosmological constant. On the other hand, the energy density of the null

fluid depends on the acceleration parameter of the curve C. It is worthwhile

to look at the energy loss formula in this case. Energy flux formula, in

general, is given by (see [13]),

N = − lim
R→∞

∫

SD−2

żα Tαβ n
β R−1RD−2

0 dΩ, (18)

where Tµν is the corresponding energy momentum tensor (of the fluid or the

Maxwell field) and nµ is a space-like vector defined through λµ = −żµ −
nµ/R (see [13] for more details). We find that NF = 0 for the null fluid

distribution. Its energy is conserved. The rate of change of the energy of the

electromagnetic field NE is found as

NE = e2RD−4

0 κ2

1

{

−ΩD−3 Γ(
D − 2

2
) [−

√
π

Γ(D−1

2
)

+ 2D−1
Γ(D+2

2
)

Γ(D)
] + ΩD−2

}

,

(19)

for D ≥ 4, where ΩD is the solid angle in D dimensions. Here κ1 is the

first curvature of the curve C. In calculating (19), we used the integration
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technique developed in our earlier works [13]. The quantity NE given above is

positive for all dimensionsD and hence there is energy loss due to acceleration

in all dimensions. In particular, when D = 4, NE = 8π
3
e2 κ2

1 is exactly the

energy loss formula due to the acceleration of a charged particle in flat space-

time [20].

Remark 1.We obtain the covariant derivative of the Maxwell tensor Fαβ as

∇µ Fαβ = λµ (λα ζβ − λβ ζα) (20)

where

ζµ =
1

R
[
d3 zµ

dτ 3
0

− a1

d zµ

dτ0
].

This vector vanishes if C is a straight line or has constant acceleration, in

which case Fαβ becomes a covariantly constant tensor field. Since λµ ζ
µ = 0,

then the current vector Jµ mentioned in Theorem 2 is zero everywhere except

on the curve C. In fact it takes the form

Jµ(x) =
1

ΩD−2

∫

C

żµ(τ) δ(x− z(τ))dτ,

where ∇µ J
µ = 0 identically.

Remark 2. We note that the Ricci scalar, the Ricci invariant Rαβ Rαβ, and

the Maxwell invariant F αβ Fαβ are all constants.

gαβRαβ =
(D − 1)(D − 4)

R2
0

, (21)

Rαβ Rαβ =
D3 − 8D2 + 21D − 16

R4
0

, (22)

F αβ Fαβ =
2

κR2
0

(2 −D). (23)

Similarly the curvature invariant Rαβγσ Rαβγσ is also constant due to the

conformal flatness. All of these invariants are equal to the corresponding

invariants of the LBR metric (static case).
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IV. Charged Particle with Constant Accelera-

tion

In this section we consider only the Einstein-Maxwell field equations with

a cosmological constant. To achieve this, we look for special curves C such

that the null fluid energy density ρ vanishes.

Using the Serret-Frenet frame [13] in MD, we obtain

κρ = (D − 2) [−κ̇1 cos θ + κ1 κ2 sin θ cosφ],

where κ1 and κ2 are the first two curvatures of the curve C and (θ, φ) are

the first two angular coordinates on SD−2. It is clear that the energy density

ρ of the null fluid does not have a fixed sign. It changes its sign at different

points. There is a non-trivial choice where κ1 is a non-zero constant and

κ2 = 0 which leads to the vanishing of the energy density (ρ = 0). In

this case C describes a particle moving with a constant acceleration and the

Maxwell field tensor Fαβ is covariantly constant. The total energy measured

by the observer moving along the curve C is

E = Gµν ż
µ żν = (D − 2) [κ2

1 sin2 θ +
D − 3

2R2
].

This vanishes asymptotically (R → ∞) in the case of LBR space-time, but

asymptotically it is proportional to the square of the first curvature in the

space-time corresponding to our solution.

As an example of such a curve, let (using the notation xµ = (t, x, x2, · · · , xD−1))

zµ = B (sinh(wτ0), cosh(wτ0) − 1, 0, · · · , 0),

where B and w are constants with κ1 = w = 1/B, and τ0 is defined through

cosh(wτ0) =
(x+B)[t2 − (x+B)2 − r2 − B2] + 2B tR

2B[t2 − (x+B)2]
,
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where r2 = (x2)2 + (x3)2 + · · ·+ (xD−1)2. Here R is the retarded distance. It

is given by

R = ± 1

2B

√

(t2 − (x+B)2 − r2 − B2)2 + 4B2 (t2 − (x+B)2).

This curve has non-zero constant first curvature κ1 and all other curvatures

(κi = 0, i ≥ 2) are zero. The charged particle has constant acceleration
√

z̈µ z̈µ = κ1 along the x-direction.

In four dimensions since the cosmological constant is also zero, we have

a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations representing an (constant)

accelerated charged particle. The LBR metric and our solution given above

are both conformally flat and solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell field equa-

tions. Furthermore, as we mentioned in Remark 2, both have the same

curvature invariants. On the other hand LBR metric and our metric corre-

spond to two distinct curves, namely, straight line and (non-zero) constant

curvature cases, respectively. In spite of this difference, these two metrics

are transformable to each other. Let

x′
µ

=
xµ + skµ

1 + 2u+ k2 s
, (24)

where s ≡ ηµν x
µxν , u ≡ kµ x

µ and kµ is a constant vector with k2 ≡ ηµνk
νkµ.

Here we choose k0 = 0, Bk1 = −2 and kµ = 0 for all µ > 1. Then it is

straightforward to show that

ds2 =
R2

0

R′2
ηµν dx

′µdx′
ν

=
R2

0

x2 + r2
ηµν dx

µdxν , (25)

where

R′ = ± 1

2B

√

[(t′)2 − (x′ +B)2 − (r′)2 −B2]2 + 4B2 ((t′)2 − (x′ +B)2).

This means that our solution is expressed in an (constant) accelerated frame.

This is the reason why we observe radiation.
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Remark 3. The infinitesimal version of the conformal transformation (24)

(conformal Killing vector in flat Minkowski space-time) is given in Penrose

and Rindler [21] as

ξµ = −2uxµ + skµ. (26)

They remark that ‘... the special conformal transformations (four parameters

sometimes misleadingly called uniform acceleration transformation ...)‘. Here

we observe that these special transformations really correspond to a constant

acceleration.

V. Conclusion

We found accelerated LBR metrics which solve Einstein-Maxwell-null fluid

field equations with a dimension dependent cosmological constant. We have

obtained the energy loss formula due to the acceleration. In four dimensions

it coincides with the standard energy loss formula in flat space-time. We

obtain the LBR metric when the curve C is a straight line in MD. We also

showed that there is another LBR limit. When the curve C has constant

acceleration our solution is transformable (by a special conformal mapping)

to the LBR metric.
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